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Aloha! It is my distinct pleasure to
welcome and extend my warmest aloha
to everyone attending the second annual
Photocon Hawai‘i. For the second year
in a row, this trade event showcases
the talent of our local photography and
video community, as well as setting itself
apart as the premier educational and
informational trade event for professional,
amateur, and enthusiast photographers.
Once again, event producer Ric Noyle
has planned an exciting event which

Welcome to
PhotoCon Hawai‘i.
Yahoo - number two!
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I have been very fortunate working as a
commercial photographer here in Hawai’i.
A truly great place to live. I have an
incredible family, lots of good friends, and
wonderful clients. I look for no more in
life. It is always good to be happy with
what you have and I certainly am happy to
have all of the many blessing and support
that I do have. It is with this support from
our local photo and video industry that
I have been able to produce an event
like PhotoCon Hawai’i. In the past we all
would have had to travel to the mainland,
to attend one.
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brings with it a chance for our local
photographers and videographers to get
hands-on experience with the newest
technology in their field, and learn from
a variety of experts and world class
keynote speakers.
Last year, independent judges
announced the first ever winner
of the “Essence of Hawai‘i photo
contest.” Judges began with over 600
images, narrowing this list down to
125 extraordinary photos. From there,
judges selected the images that would
appear in the first iteration of this very
journal. These images, submitted by
professional and amateur photographers,
along with a handful of students, were
truly astounding. The final selections

showcased our beautiful Islands, and put
the talent of our creative community on
full display. I believe this is the most
beautiful place in the world to live, and
these photos bring that belief to life.
I sincerely hope this year’s event will
be an opportunity for everyone involved
to further their skills, and experience
personal and professional growth. I have
no doubt this year will be yet another
success, and look forward to more
exciting events in the years to come.

I thank Francis Mau of PinePub for
his incredible skills and at times great
patience to guide me and our web site, so
well. Fortunately, for me Theresa Ang came
into my life to keep us all on track and to
hold my feet to the fire, on deadlines.
I thank Nella Media with Jason, Lisa,
Ara, Aja, Michelle, Skye, and Mitchell
keeping me inline, holding my hand and
setting the compass for the “brand” that
we have today.
The very fabric of the Hawaii photo
and video industries embraced PhotoCon
Hawai’i and have given me multiple
reasons to build and continue to build
with all of the positive feedback and
confidence, that each one of them
showered apron me.
I have so many people to thank. Josh
Strickland and his mighty team over at
Hawaii Camera for giving us all the ability
to rent gear at moments notice. Tony
Zenga of Pro Camera who has built one
of the most well stocked and exciting
camera stores, in Hawaii. Pat and Neal of

Kaimuki Camera. With the rapid decline in
photo labs Pictures Plus has demonstrated
that with great skill and state of the
art technology that they can combine
extraordinary talented staff and provide all
of us in Hawaii with quality printing and
frames. Thanks to Kent Untermann and
his entire team and especially to Elyse
Bojorquez for the exquisite printing and
great support for The Essences of Hawai’I
photo exhibit and tour.
As everyone says at the Emmys” I could
not have done this without my family”
Denise, Zak, Sarah, Alex and of course
Alika. I thank you! Be well my friends,
enjoy everything!

---

Mayor Kirk Caldwell

--Shoot loose, edit tight,

Ric Noyle
ricnoyle.com
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class sizes are
limited! sign up at
vendor’s booth or visit
photoconhawaii.com.

Saturday, September 8

Outrigger Waikiki
Beachcomber presents
Aquatography by Zak Noyle
on Waikiki Beach

6 :30-9:30 a m
Outrigger Waikiki Beach
Resort Lanai
This will be a morning session where
participants will be able to use Canon
DSLRs and Aquatech Waterhousings and
receive guidance from photographer
Zak Noyle, as well as Jon Lorentz from
Canon, and Brock Ladd from Aquatech
Waterhousing. The workshop is limited to
30 people.

Supplies -Fine Art Digital
Printmaking…
The Paper Matters!

1 0:30 a m -12:00 p m
Hawaii Suite 2

The focus of this seminar is to empower
participants with the knowledge of
the wide variety of inkjet media that is
available and how important The Print
really is. Bring a thumb drive with a few
images only (RGB, 300 dpi, TIFF or JPEG
file) and we will print your image with a
custom profile on a wide-format printer.
Led by Eric Joseph, Senior V.P. Business &
Product Development and Cheryl Kelleher
Walsh, Underwater Fine Art Photographer.

PhaseOne | Top 10 reasons
Capture One* Is Right
for You!

10:30-11:30 a m
Hawaii Suite 2
In this seminar, Capture One Educator &
Expert David Grover will teach you how
to get started with Capture One in a few
simple steps and see why makes it a great
choice to pair with your camera. Learn just
how far you can push a RAW file in Capture
One with color, contrast, and layering.

Freestyle Photographic
Canon | Fun with Flash

10:30-11:30 a m
Hawaii Suite 1

This hands-on workshop will teach you
how to get creative flash images while
using High Speed sync. Canon project
educator Lance Folden allows you to learn
at your own pace, so bring your camera,
an SD memory card and a charged battery,
we’ll bring the flash for you! Don't be
afraid of your flash any longer.
*limited to 16 people

Paul Atkins | Cinematic
Storytelling -The Heart vs
The Head

10:30-11:30 a m
Pikake Theatre

Paul Atkins is an American
cinematographer specializing in natural
history films. Atkins is known for the
footage of killer whales preying on seal
pups in the BBC's The Trials of Life (1990),
for which he won a British Academy of
Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) award.

Schedule
Photography from a
Realtor’s Point of View

10:30-11:30 a m
Maui Room, 2nd Floor

Nick Kawakami, a licensed real estate
agent and professional photographer,
showcases how to transform ordinary
listings into extraordinary presentations
from his perspective as both the realtor
and photographer.

Ripping pants and herding
cats: 10 tips from 10 years
of shooting weddings

11:30 a m -12:30 p m
Maui Room, 2nd Floor

Andy Stenz wants to share with you
his knowledge, experience, and humor
of what he's learned over the last ten
years shooting weddings. Whether you've
been shooting weddings for years, or are
interested in shooting your first, Andy's
approach to his work can help you serve
your clients better.

PhaseOne | Capture One
Workflow

11:30 a m -12:30 p m
Hawaii Suite 2

Join Ben Liddle from Phase One US as
well as an instructor for the Phase One
Certified Professional course as they share
their technical expertise and real-world
problem solving to every imaging workflow.
His varied background as a working digital
technician and assistant form the basis
of his expertise in getting the job done
correctly, efficiently and with the most
beautiful results possible

Canon | Photography 101

12:00-1:00 p m
Hawaii Suite 1

Join Lead Canon Trainer Jon Lorentz for
an introduction to photography. Learn the
basics of photography; aperture, shutter
speed, and ISO, and understand the
effects your choices have on your imagery.

Canon | Joel Grimes
“Master the Light”

12:00-1:00 p m
Pikake Theatre

Acclaimed artist and commercial
photographer Joel Grimes takes you
behind the scenes and teaches you the
fundamentals of his favorite lighting
techniques that will enable you to take
your photography to the next level.

Hawaii Street Photographer

1:00-2:00 p m
Maui Room, 2nd Floor

Tim Huynh is inspired to capture
everyday life in Honolulu through street
photography. Always on the hunt to make
pictures that ask more questions than
answers. What is street?

Analyzing a scene,
finding your shot

1:00-2:00 p m
Oahu Room, 2nd Floor

Join Hawaii Camera’s Community Creative,
Darcy Fiero, to learn how to find your
unique and compelling shot in a variety of
landscape scenes. Using a combination of
basic composition guidelines, Darcy will

share her thoughts from the moment she
arrives on location to patiently creating
her desired shot.

PhaseOne | Capture One
Deep Dive– Using advanced
features to save time and
improve your output

1:00-2:30 p m
Hawaii Suite 2

In this class we will concentrate on three
techniques to bring your images to the
next level, working with layers, color edits
and color grading.
this class requires you already have a
basic understanding of Capture One.

Aquatech | The
Cinematography of
Don King

1:30-2:30 p m
Pikake Theatre

Don King has been making waves in
Hollywood for years. Best known for his
underwater cinematography and second
unit D.P. work in such films as Soul Surfer,
Blue Crush, Riding Giants, Cast Away,
Die Another Day, Step Into Liquid and
Charlie’s Angels II.

Canon | Shoot to Sell

1:30-2:30 p m
Hawaii Suite 1

Canon product educator Lance Folden
will show you simple, efficient lighting
techniques to show off the best features
in your product.
signup: Canon Booth
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Sony | HOW TO WOW
Studio Lighting

3:00-4:00 p m
Pikake Theatre

Create amazing studio portraits with the
most basic equipment. Learn how to
control light, create beautiful diffused
light, WOW your clients with colored
gels and create mystery with shadow
effects. Scott will demonstrate his
secret techniques used by thousands of
photographers around the world to create
stunning results with a Bliss model

Canon | Getting Started with
Landscape Photography

2:30-3:30 p m
Hawaii Suite 1

Join Canon’s Senior Marketing Specialist,
Mason Higa, as he shares with you how to
get started with landscapes by learning
the tips and techniques to improve your
landscape photography, how to prepare for
a trip and what to do in the field.

SONY | Astrophotography
Tips & Techniques

2:30-3:30 p m
Maui Room, 2nd Floor

An explanation to the key fundamentals
of capturing the beauty of the night sky in
proper form. Stan Moniz will explain and
guide you through his techniques.

Schedule
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Saturday, September 8

RED | Why Red/ Why 8 K?

2:30-4:00 p m
Oahu Room, 2nd Floor

Join RED DIGITAL CINEMA, MAXX DIGITAL
and BERAD STUDIO for a hands-on
workshop that focuses on RED’s MONSTRO
8K VV, RED’s new cinematic Full Frame
sensor for DSMC2 cameras, in addition to
HELIUM 8K S35, GEMINI 5K S35 and
IPP2 workflows. Led by videographers
James Lucarelli and Brad Watanabe.

Ryan Moss | Director of
Photography

5:00-6:00 p m
Pikake Theater

Ryan Moss is an award winning
photographer and filmmaker that resides
in Oahu. Moss will help you figure out
what is the right gear for your next big
adventure and how a little preplanning can
go a long way. The future of filmmaking
really is just a matter of how far you are
willing to push the boundaries.

Sony & Light in Motion
Street Photography

5:00-6:00 p m
Meet in front of the
Galleria entrance

This is a special bonus session and will
focus on how to create stunning results
with constant lighting in low light. This
is a hands on class shooting in beautiful
Waikiki at night! Scott will share his world
famous techniques and tricks on how
to create stunning images in a cluttered
environment. Led by Scott Robert Lim.

KCC Culinary School Dinner

5:00-6:00 p m
Oahu Room, 2nd Floor

Eat as you shoot, Shoot as you eat. Learn
quick lighting tips and how to play with
your food, to make it look good. Finally you
may use your smart phone at the table.
space is limited to 30 people!
$35/person. rsvp by september 4, 5pm.
please call Kristy at 734-9499

PhaseOne | Cory Richards

6:30 p m
Pikake Room

An explorer and visual storyteller, Cory
Richards was named National Geographic
Adventurer of the Year in 2012. His images
have appeared in National Geographic
magazine, Outside, and the New York
Times, and his film work has won awards
at nearly every major adventure film
festival, including the grand prize at the
Banff Mountain Film Festival.
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Sunday, September 9

Canon | Models & Natural
Light: Photo Walk

9 :00-10:00 a m
Meet in front of Galleria

Join Canon’s Jon Lorentz and learn tips
and tricks for shooting with the sun and
working with your subject, featuring
stunning locations and models from the
Bliss Model Agency, this is one event you
won’t want to miss!

Etienne Aurelius
Aurelius Cinema

1 0:30-11:30 a m
Pikake Theater

Etienne Aurelius of Aurelius Cinema is
a highly sought after Filmmaker based
in Hawai'i. Aurelius has background
filming Commercials, TV shows, Extreme
Watersports, Music Videos, Short Films
and Movies.

Ripping pants and herding
cats | 10 tips from 10 years
of shooting weddings

1 0:30-11:30 a m
Maui Room, 2nd Floor

Andy Stenz wants to share with you
his knowledge, experience, and humor
of what he's learned over the last ten
years shooting weddings. Whether you've
been shooting weddings for years, or are
interested in shooting your first, Andy's
approach to his work can help you serve
your clients better.

Schedule
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Canon | Fun with Flash

Certified Professional course as they share
their technical expertise and real-world
problem solving to every imaging workflow.

Canon Product Educator Lance Folden will
teach you how to get creative flash images
while using High Speed sync. With this
workshop you can learn at your own pace,
so bring your camera, an SD memory card
and a charged battery, we’ll bring the flash!

Sony | Post Editing
with Adobe Lightroom/
Photoshop and
NIK Software

10:30-11:30 a m
Hawaii Suite 1

PhaseOne | Top 10
reasons Capture One*
Is Right for You!

10:30 a m -12:00 p m
Hawaii Suite 2

Capture One Educator David Grover will
help you get started with Capture One in a
few simple steps and why it makes a great
choice to pair with your camera.

PhaseOne | Cory Richards

12:00-1:00 p m
Pikake Room
An explorer and visual storyteller, Cory
Richards was named National Geographic
Adventurer of the Year in 2012. His images
have appeared in National Geographic
magazine, Outside, and the New York
Times, and his film work has won awards
at nearly every major adventure film
festival, including the grand prize at the
Banff Mountain Film Festival.

PhaseOne | Capture One
Workflow

12:00-1:00 p m
Hawaii Suite 2

Join Ben Liddle from Phase One US as
well as an instructor for the Phase One

12:00-1:00 p m
Maui Room, 2nd Floor

Photographer Stan Moniz will explain and
walk you through his very easy to follow
process using Adobe and NIK software
products. From raw to a print worthy final.
Be sure to have a laptop, adobe lightroom
and photoshop, and NIK software (30-day
free trial is available).

Canon | Working with
models and social media

12:00-1:00 p m
Hawaii Suite 1

Take a walk with Jon and a Bliss model
and learn about the do’s and don’t’s when
photographing models, terms and policies
of using images on social media, as well
as media use and all of its many tentacles
that either harm or help you as you learn
to grow your business.

Hawaii Street Photographer

12:30-1:30 p m
Oahu Room, 2nd Floor

Tim Huynh is inspired to capture
everyday life in Honolulu through street
photography. Tim is always on the hunt
to make pictures that ask more questions
than answers.

Salt & Air | Mike Prickett

1:00-2:30 p m
Pikake Theater

Mike Prickett is known as the extreme
director of photography from the North
Shore of Oahu, Hawaii. He’s been shooting
for over 30 years in ridiculously dangerous
locations worldwide yet he’s probably best
recognized for his action cinematography
in feature films, commercials and
television.

Analyzing a scene,
finding your shot

1:00-2:00 p m
Maui Room, 2nd Floor

Join Hawaii Camera’s Community Creative,
Darcy Fiero, to learn how to find your
unique and compelling shot in a variety of
landscape scenes. Using a combination of
basic composition guidelines, Darcy will
share her thoughts from the moment she
arrives on location to patiently creating
her desired shot.

Canon | Shoot to Sell

1:00-2:00 p m
Hawaii Suite 1

Canon product educator Lance Folden
will show you simple, efficient lighting
techniques to show off the best features
in your product.

Sony | HOW TO WOW
Outdoor Lighting

1:30-3:00 p m
Maui Room, 2nd Floor

Learn how to tackle the most difficult and
unpredictable lighting situations. Scott
Robert Lim will amaze with his simple
techniques shooting in bright light- how
to find open shade, easiest way to use
your flash, how to make subjects glow, use
bright colors to you advantage.

Canon | Getting Started with
Landscape Photography

3:00-4:00 p m
Hawaii Suite 1

Join Canon’s Senior Marketing Specialist,
Mason Higa, as he shares with you how to
get started with landscapes by learning
the tips and techniques to improve your
landscape photography, how to prepare for
a trip and what to do in the field.

PhaseOne | Capture One
Advance

3:00-4:30 p m
Hawaii Suite 2

In this seminar, learn how to get started
with Capture One Educator David Grover
in a few simple steps and see why makes
it a great choice to pair with your camera.
Learn just how far you can push a RAW
file in Capture One, not to mention the
scope for color and contrast adjustments,
layered adjustments and more!
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RED | Why Red/ Why 8 K?

3:00-4:30 p m
Oahu Room, 2nd Floor

Join RED DIGITAL CINEMA, MAXX DIGITAL
and BERAD STUDIO for a hands-on
workshop that focuses on RED’s MONSTRO
8K VV, RED’s new cinematic Full Frame
sensor for DSMC2 cameras, in addition to
HELIUM 8K S35, GEMINI 5K S35 and
IPP2 workflows. Led by videographers
James Lucarelli and Brad Watanabe

Keynote Speakers |
Zak Noyle & Friends

5:00-6:00 p m
Pikake Theatre

Considered one of the best surf
photographers in the world, Zak Noyle
lives his life on the edge. He is an
outdoor photographer with a truly unique
perspective on surf and sea.

Freestyle | Cheryl Walsh

6:00-7:30 p m
Pikake Theatre

Along with her Southern California based
Fine Art photography, Cheryl runs a
successful High School Senior portrait
business, AltSenior Photography.

About the Photo Contest
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About “The Essence of Hawai‘i”
Photo Contest
This statewide photo contest
asked contestants to submit
photos that captured one’s love
for the islands. A total of 521
images were submitted from
professional photographers,
amateur photographers,
students, visitors and all
residents who are “like-minded

image creators” of Hawai‘i.
The images had to have been
created in Hawai‘i between
2017 – 2018 to be eligible for
entry. Judges selected 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd place winners, along
with 31 honorable mentions.
A special aerial photograph
was selected as a DJI/Drone

Services of Hawaii award. All
photographs were printed
by Pictures Plus and will be
displayed at the PhotoCon
Hawai‘i tradeshow at the Neal
S. Blaisdell Center, Hawai‘i
Suites, and, in the future, in
select galleries throughout our
neighbor islands.

About the Judges
Lance Agena

Tiffany King

Ara Feducia

Vince Soliven

Bernard Uy

Photographer
1st place winner
of the 2017
Essence of Hawaii
photo contest.

Director of
Advertising
Hilton Hawaii

Creative Director
Nella Media Group

Executive Creative
Director
MVNP

Co-founder/Creative
Director
Wall-to-Wall
Studios, Inc.

All images

©

of individual photographers.

photocon hawaii is a ric noyle photo production | photocon journal designed by nella media group
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1st Place

1

name

Cody Roberts
profession

Aspiring photographer
hometown

Haiku
photo

location

Maui
info

Wonderment, a break in the clouds
opens up a stunning view into
Haleakalā Crater, 2017

15

2nd Place

16

2

3rd Place

name

hometown

info

Isaac Stocks

Kahului

profession

photo

Amateur photographer

Maui

Galaxy Rising, lava glow under
the Milky Way from the top of
Haleakalā near the Kalahaku
Overlook, May 2018

location

17

name

hometown

info

Aj Jaeger

Kailua

Reflections of Kalo,
kalo growing in the lo‘i
at Ulupo in Kailua,
June 2018

profession

Professional hobbyist

photo

location

O‘ahu

3

DJI and Drone Services
Hawaii Aerial Award

18

name

hometown

info

Isaiah Stillman

Hilo

profession

photo

Shot in the summer on the
Big Island with a DJI Mavic Pro
during sunrise.

Amateur photographer

Hawai‘i Island

location

WE ARE A
PLATFORM FOR

19

STORIES, ART, STUDENTS, EVENTS,
TRAVELERS, LOCALS, CULTURE,
FILMMAKERS, MUSIC, CREATORS,
VIDEOS, PHOTOGRAPHERS & YOU.

START WATCHING. VISIT NMGNETWORK.COM.
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Honorable Mentions
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name

Leslie Gleim
profession

Amateur
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

Hawai‘i Island
info

Pele’s Eye, Hawai‘i
Volcanoes National
Park, March 2018

name

Leslie Gleim
profession

Amateur
photographer

name

Leslie Gleim
profession

hometown

Honolulu

Amateur photographer
hometown

photo

location

Hawai‘i Island

Honolulu
photo

info

The Birth of New
Land II, east rift
zone ocean entry,
June 2018

location

Hawai‘i Island
info

The Birth of New Land, east rift zone
ocean entry, June 2018

22

23

name

name

Andrew Shoemaker

Peter Tang

profession

profession

Professional
photographer
hometown

Kīhei
photo

location

Maui
info

Golden Star, a 10
second exposure of
one of my favorite
trees on the island
near Olowalu.

Professional
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

Kailua-Kona
info

Double Drains,
photographed
at sunset off
the shore
of Kailua-Kona

name

Philip Roggenkamp
profession
name

Cora Hiranaka
profession

Amateur
photographer

Amateur
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

hometown

location

O‘ahu

Honolulu
info
photo

location

Hawai‘i Island
info

Ocean drains in
Kona, captured
at sunset.

Pipe Dreams,
pipeline board
meeting captured
on an amazing
sunset that made
the water look like
fire, February 2018

24

Honorable Mentions
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name

Heinz Gert de Couet
profession

Amateur
photographer
hometown

Kailua
photo

location

Hawai‘i Island
info

Hawai‘i Island aerial
photo, June 2018

name

Elyse Butler
name
profession

Peter Tang

Professional
photographer

profession

Professional photographer
hometown

Honolulu

hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

O‘ahu

photo

location

Hawai‘i Island
info

Kalo Harvest,
harvesting halo in a
lo‘i at Kāko‘o ‘Ōiwi
in He‘eia, O‘ahu

info

Pele’s Path of Creation,
photographed from a helicopter
over Leilani Estates

26

27
name

Peter Tang
profession

Professional
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

name

Cora Hiranaka
profession

Amateur
photographer

location

Hawai‘i Island

hometown

Honolulu
info

Mauna Kea
Tree View of
the Eruption,
photographed at
night from Mauna
Kea; the orange
glow is the eruption
from lower Puna

photo

location

Hawai‘i Island
info

A starry night of
the Milky Way,
captured from
Mauna Kea.

name

Douglas Peebles
name

Theresa Ang
profession

Amateur
photographer

profession

Professional
photographer
hometown

Kāne‘ohe
hometown

Honolulu

photo

location

Hawai‘i Island
photo

location

Hawai‘i Island
info

Mauna Kea Light
Show, shot at the
base of Mauna Kea

info

Halema‘uma‘u with
Milky Way and
shooting star was
done at twilight,
August 2017

28

Honorable Mentions

29

name

Jen May Pastores
profession

Professional
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

O‘ahu
info

Lola, I snuck into my
grandma’s room to
get a photo of her
sleeping, but instead
she threw me a shaka

name

Timothy Huynh
profession

Amateur
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

O‘ahu
info

A wall in Waikīkī

name

Christine Chin
profession

Amateur photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

O‘ahu
info

At the Aquarium, 2018

30

name

Anthony Consillio
profession

Professional
photographer

Pictures tell many stories.
Tell yours with us.
Preserve and print your images on metal, canvas,
or paper to any size you want at picturesplusprints.com.

hometown

Mililani
photo

location

O‘ahu
info

Untitled

name

Matt Tuohy
profession

Amateur
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

O‘ahu
info

Busy Beach, one of
the most popular
beaches on O‘ahu,
Lanikai Beach, gets
congested quickly

Ka Makana Ali’i | Pearl Harbor NEX | Kaka‘ako
Kahala Mall | Maui Marketplace | Crossroads in Kona

32

Honorable Mentions

33

name

Jen May Pastores
profession

Professional
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

O‘ahu
info

Chance Em, I’ve
always been weary to
jump off the rock

name

David Croswell
profession

Professional
photographer

name

Andy Stenz
profession

hometown

Honolulu

Professional photographer
hometown

photo

location

Hawai‘i Island

Honolulu
photo

info

Two days before
Christmas at the
summit of Mauna Kea,
looking towards Mauna
Loa, December 2017.

location

O‘ahu
info

Beach days, a helicopter shot over
Waikīkī Beach. The umbrellas all
blend in, sans one.

Honorable Mentions
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name

hometown

info

Yi Lin Hu

Honolulu

The Tantalus lookout

profession

photo

Professional photographer

O‘ahu

location

Honorable Mentions

35

name

hometown

info

Heinz Gert de Couet

Kailua

Honolulu,
O‘ahu city view,
May 2018

profession

Amateur photographer

photo

location

O‘ahu
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Honorable Mentions
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name

Leslie Gleim
profession

Amateur
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

Hawai‘i Island
info

Banks of Kilauea,
aerial image, 2018

name

Elyse Butler
profession

Professional
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
name
photo

location

Yi Lin Hu

O‘ahu
profession
info

Hōkūle‘a Homecoming,
Hawaiian voyaging
canoes Hōkūle‘a
and Hikianalia round
Diamond Head, O‘ahu,
returning home from
a three year, 47,000
mile nautical journey
around the world.

Professional photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

O‘ahu
info

First hike to Olomana peak
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name

Andy Stenz
profession

Professional
photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

O‘ahu
info

Chairs and Pink, a
helicopter shot of
a hotel in Waikīkī.
Uniformity sans one.

name

Anna Baudouin
profession

Amateur
photographer
hometown

Kekaha
photo

location

Kaua‘i
info

The Pond of Queens,
Polihale Beach

name

Neil Norman Laroya
profession

Professional photographer
hometown

Honolulu
photo

location

O‘ahu
info

Palm Sunset Sail, shot from a
drone outside the Kahala Hotel

PHOTO & IMAGING

MLFA Workshops Presents:

SUPPLIES

ARE YOU FRUSTRATED
"WITH
DIGITAL FINE ART
INKJET PRINTING?"

MAKING A PHOTOBOOK

Digital Cameras
Grip and Lighting
Studio and Expendables
November 10, 11, 12, 17, 18 (10am-5pm)

808.484.5706
www.hawaiimedia.com
Ple ase... Don’t Gi ve Up !

Let us show you the tools you’ll need to make a
PERFECT PRINT the first time, every time...

Limited to 8 participants. Early bird 10%
discount until September 15.

– WE GUARANTEE IT! –
800. 292 .6137

YOUR WORK DESERVES
PROTECTION.

|

Register at:
minnyleefineart.com

FreestylePhoto.Biz / Inkjet

Filter Holder System
no filters

Hawai‘i’s Most Unique Landings
Adventures & Charter Experiences

WE'RE
HERE
TO HELP.
JOIN THE
COPYRIGHT ALLIANCE
AND BECOME PART
OF THE SOLUTION

www.copyrightalliance.org

!
OURS
T
O
T
PHO
Cokin Product Used:
EVO Filter Holder with Circular Filter plate attached
EVO 105mm Circular Polarizer
Nuances Extreme 2-stop Graduated ND

25% OFF

Photo Credit - Stan Moniz

Departing from Kona, Hilo, Lāna‘i,
Turtle Bay, and Kapolei (West O‘ahu)

866-876-7422 | paradisecopters.com

* Images were shot 4 minutes apart and
processed indentically in Lightroom

info@oahuphotographytours.com
info@oahuphotographytours.com• •808-679-1938
808-679-1938

From concept development to editing,
sequencing, layout, design, and the
making of an actual photobook.

photo

by:

ric

noyle
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